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Abstract. Several models for transliteration pair acquisition have been proposed to
overcome the out-of-vocabulary problem caused by transliterations. To date, however,
there has been little literature regarding a framework that can accommodate several
models at the same time. Moreover, there is little concern for validating acquired
transliteration pairs using up-to-date corpora, such as web documents. To address these
problems, we propose a hybrid model for transliteration pair acquisition. In this paper,
we concentrate on a framework for combining several models for transliteration pair
acquisition. Experiments showed that our hybrid model was more effective than each
individual transliteration pair acquisition model alone.

1 Introduction

Transliteration, “phonetic translation” or “translation by sound”, is frequently used for
translating a foreign word of one’s language into Korean. “Transliteration pairs (TPs)” are
word pairs that are composed of a transliteration and its origin foreign word. “Transliteration

equivalent” refers to a set of transliteration pairs that originate from the same foreign word.
Note that most Korean transliterations generally originate from English words. For example,
a set composed of the English word data and its Korean transliterations ‘de-i-ta’, ‘de-i-teo’,
and ‘de-ta’ is a transliteration equivalent. The mixed use of various transliterations and their
origin English word causes severe word mismatch problems in IR (information retrieval) [1].
When a user query and document text use different transliterations and when a user query
uses Korean transliteration and a document contains English word or vice versa, simple
word matching is not suitable for retrieving documents. Transliteration equivalents can help
an IR system to solve the word mismatch problems caused by transliterations. Moreover,
transliterations are one of the main sources for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems [2].

Several studies on transliteration pair acquisition (TPA) have been proposed. The studies
are usually composed of two steps – TP candidate extraction and validation. Depending
on the validation method, they can be roughly classified into the phonetic conversion
model (PCM) [1,3] or the phonetic similarity model (PSM) [4,5]. The PCM uses a
“string comparison after phonetic conversion” strategy. The phonetic conversion in a PCM
transforms words of one language into phonetically equivalents of another language. Once
two words in the TP candidate are written in the same language, the PCM then validates
the TP candidates by a string comparison between the two words. This model is effective
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when correct transliterations can be acquired through phonetic conversion. However, a
string similarity measure enables a PCM to acquire TPs even if the phonetic conversion
produces wrong transliterations. The PSM directly compares words written in two different
languages. This model differentiates phonetic similarity between two phonetic units1 in
different languages depending on their phonetic characteristics. This makes it possible for the
PSM to calculate phonetic similarity in a more sophisticated manner than the string similarity
measure of the PCM.

Although each model on average has achieved good performance, both models incur errors
when extracting transliteration pairs. They do not always make the same error because of each
model’s particular characteristics. Thus, combining the models could enhance a system’s
performance by exploiting their strengths. To date, however, there has been little literature
regarding a framework that can accommodate two models at the same time. Moreover, there is
little concern for validating TP candidates using up-to-date corpora, such as web documents.
Web documents, as a knowledge source to validate relevant TPs, enable a TPA system to
filter out non-relevant TPs by investigating their occurrence in web documents.

To address these problems, we propose a hybrid model for TPA. In this paper, we
concentrate on modeling three TP candidate validation models, – called the PCM, PSM,
and corpus based similarity model (CSM) – and a framework for combining all three models.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the parallel corpora that we used.
Section 3 describes our method. Section 4 deals with the experiments. Section 5 discusses
the results in detail. Section 6 contains our conclusion and future work.

2 Preparing Parallel Corpora

Ideally, large amounts of sentence aligned bilingual parallel corpora are necessary for a
TPA task. However, such large-scale parallel corpora are not readily available. Therefore,
we choose, as an alternative method, to use E-K bilingual technical dictionaries as the E-K
parallel corpora. There were two reasons why we selected bilingual technical dictionaries
as a source of TPs. First, over 40% of the Korean technical terms in scientific domains
contain transliterations [6]. Second, we can easily obtain parallel corpora from the bilingual
dictionaries because the bilingual technical dictionaries contain English technical terms and
their Korean counterparts. Note that there are several Korean translations for one English
technical term according to domains and translation methods. We constructed parallel
sentences from bilingual technical dictionaries with Korean translations (kti1, · · · , ktin )
that corresponded to a single English technical term (eti ) like psi = (esi , ksi ) where
ksi = {kti1, · · · , ktin} and esi = eti .

3 A Hybrid Model for Transliteration Pair Acquisition

Our method is composed of two steps. First, our system extracted TP candidates. Second,
the TP candidates were validated using three validation models (PSM, PCM, and CSM),
each of which was represented as a similarity model between ep and kq , like Sim PS M ,
Sim PC M , and SimC S M . In this section, we denote t ppq = (ep, kq) as a TP candidate,

1 A phonetic unit refers to a chunk of graphemes, which can be mapped into a phoneme.
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where ep = ep1, · · · , epm is composed of m English graphemes and kq = kq1, · · · , kqn is
composed of n Korean graphemes.

3.1 TP Candidate Extraction

Our approach for extracting a TP candidate is to use phonetic similarity with the assumption
that at least the first and last part of a Korean word and an English word in the relevant
TPs will be phonetically similar to each other [1,3,4,5,6]. As a result, our strategy retrieves
Korean transliteration candidates by finding the first and the last Korean syllable each of
which contains Korean graphemes that are phonetically similar to the first and the last English
grapheme of a given English word. Then, we can extract t ppq = (ep, kq) when it satisfies
formula (1) and the length constraints (m < 2 × n and n < 2 × m). The length constraints
prevents the unnecessary extraction of TP candidates from redundant TP candidates, which
are often redundant due to a length difference between ep and kq . Our method extracts
single word TP candidates as well as multi-word TP candidates. Let mtpsr = (es, kr )
be a multi-word TP candidates, es = ews1, .., ewsl be composed of l English words, and
kr = kwr1 , .., kwrl be composed of l Korean words. mtpsr can be extracted when both es

and kr appear in parallel sentences and there are t pews1kwr1 , · · · , t pewsl kwrl .

P(kq1, kq2|ep0, · · · , ep3) × P(kqn−1, kqn |epm−2, · · · , epm+1) > θ1 (1)

3.2 Three Validation Models

PSM. The PSM (Sim PS M(ep, kq) in formula (2)) can be represented as the con-
ditional probability, P(kq |ep), like formula (3). We estimated P(kq |ep) with kcqi ,
which was a chunk of Korean graphemes that corresponded to epi . We can simplify
P(kcq1, · · · , kcqm |ep1, · · · , epm ) into the products of P(kcqi |ep(i−2,i+2)) with the as-
sumption that kcqi is dependent on epi−2, · · · , epi+2 = ep(i−2,i+2) .

Sim PS M(t ppq) = Sim PS M(ep, kq) = m
√

P(kq |ep) (2)

P(kq |ep) = P(kcq1, · · · , kcqm |ep1, · · · , epm) =
∏

P(kcqi |ep(i−2,i+2)) (3)

PCM. TP candidates were validated using the PCM through phonetic conversion followed
by string comparison. For phonetic conversion, we automatically transliterated an English
word into a Korean word using formula (4). Formula (3) was used for estimating P(K |ep)
to compare PCM and PSM in the same condition. Let T R(ep) be a Korean string of ep

transliterated by formula (4). The string similarity (SS(ep, kq)) between ep and kq can
then be defined as formula (5), where L D(kq , T R(ep)) is the number of edits (deletions,
insertions, and substitutions) required to transform kq into T R(ep). Note that we choose
the minimum of SS(ep, kq) and SS(kq , ep) as Sim PC M (ep, kq) in formula (6) because
SS(ep, kq) and SS(kq , ep) were asymmetric.
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K ∗ = arg max P(K |ep) (4)

SS(ep, kq) = length(kq) − L D(kq , T R(ep)

length(kq)
(5)

Sim PC M (t ppq) = Sim PC M (ep, kq) = min(SS(ep, kq), SS(kq , ep)) (6)

CSM. TP candidates were validated using the CSM based on corpus frequencies (C(ep),
C(kq), and C(t ppq)) and web frequencies (W (kq) and W (t ppq )). The philosophy under-
lined in the CSM is that relevant TPs will appear more frequently in documents than non-
relevant TPs. In formula (7), SimC S M(ep, kq) is composed of two parts; C Sm(kq) is used
for validating whether kq is a correct Korean word used in the real world, and C St (t ppq) is
used for validating whether ep and kq are used as TPs in documents. To obtain W (t ppq), a
phrasal search, where a phrase is composed of ep and kq , was used as a query in a search
engine. The web documents retrieved by the phrasal search usually contained a transliter-
ation and its corresponding source language word as a translation pair in parentheses, like
‘kol-lin’ (choline) and ‘kol-lin’ [choline]. Therefore, we could rely on the web frequency de-
rived from the phrasal search method to validate TP candidates and to test whether ep and kq

were TPs.

SimC S M(t ppq) = SimC S M(ep, kq) =
√

C Sm (kq) × C St (ep, kq) (7)

C Sm (kq) = C(kq) + W (kq)∑
r C(kr ) + ∑

r W (kr )
(8)

C St (ep, kq) = C(ep, kq) + W (t ppq )

C(ep) + C(kq) + ∑
j W (t ppj ) + ∑

i W (t piq )

TP Validation Using Three Validation Models. We validated TP candidates by combining
the three validation models. Let mtpsr be a multi-word TP candidate composed of l English
words and Korean words (es = ews1, · · · , ewsl , kr = kwr1, · · · , kwrl ). We then validated
multi-word TP candidates using the product of Sim(ewsi , kwri ) and threshold value θ2

in formula (9). Single-word TP candidates were validated in a similar manner like that in
formula (10). Note that Sim(ewsi , kwri ) in formula (9) and Sim(ep, kq) in formula (10)
were calculated by formula (11)

Sim(mtpsr) = l

√∏
Sim(ewsi , kwri ) > θ2 (9)

Sim(t ppq) = Sim(ep, kq) > θ2 (10)

Sim(ep, kq) = 3
√

Sim PC M (ep, kq) × Sim PS M(ep, kq) × SimC S M(ep, kq) (11)
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4 Experiments

To evaluate our proposed method, we used several bilingual technical dictionaries, which
contained over 1,400,000 English-Korean translation pairs and covered more than 20
scientific domains, including computer science, biology, and so on. We automatically
generated about 514,200 parallel sentences, each of which contained a single English
technical term, using the dictionaries. We then manually annotated transliteration pairs in
the parallel sentences. The results were evaluated using precision (P), recall (R), and F-value.
Precision is the proportion of the number of relevant TPs to the total number of extracted
TPs. Recall is the proportion of the number of extracted TPs to the total number of TPs in
the gold standard. The F-value is defined as (2 × P × R)/(P + R). To train TP candidate
extraction (formula (1)), PSM (formula (2)), and phonetic conversion in PCM (formula (4)),
we used an English-Korean transliteration lexicon that contained 7,000 entries [7]. Two tests
were conducted to investigate the effects of θ1 and the contribution of each validation model
to the overall performance.

4.1 Effects of θ1

We tested the effects of θ1 by setting θ1 as 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001. Table 1 lists
the effects of θ1 on TP candidate extraction. Here, STPC and MTPC represent the number of
single-word TP candidates and multi-word TP candidates. As θ1 is decreased to 0.0001, our
system showed a higher recall but lower precision rate. The smaller θ1 enabled more relevant
TP candidates along with more non-relevant TP candidates to be extracted, thus a higher
recall but lower precision rate was achieved. Note that TP candidate extraction significantly
affected recall rate (θ1 determined the upper bound of the recall rates for TP validation);
while TP candidate validation significantly affected precision rate (the goal of TP candidate
validation was to increase precision rate without a great loss to the recall rate). Therefore,
we should consider a trade-off between the precision and recall rates derived from θ1. To
investigate the trade-off, we also examined the effects of θ1 on overall TPA performance. We
validated TP candidates extracted using various setting of θ1.

Table 2 lists the experimental results evaluated using the F-value. The results suggest
that a TPA system with a θ1 = 0.5 and θ1 = 0.1 cannot achieve high performance
due to a low recall rate. However, our system showed about 87%∼88% (F-value) when
θ1 ≤ 0.01, because a θ1 ≤ 0.01 resulted in a relatively high recall rate (over 86% recall,
see Table 1).

Table 1. Effects of θ1 on TP candidate extraction

θ1 = 0.5 θ1 = 0.1 θ1 = 0.01 θ1 = 0.001 θ1 = 0.0001
STPC (n) 182,042 234,604 285,923 362,848 449,543
MTPC (n) 12,361 18,608 23,436 31,001 39,072
Recall (%) 53.73 74.37 86.39 91.82 93.27

Precision (%) 82.94 82.37 69.76 51.16 37.56
F-value (%) 65.18 78.17 77.19 65.71 53.55
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Table 2. Effects of θ1 on transliteration pair acquisition (evaluated using F-value)

θ2 θ1 = 0.5 θ1 = 0.1 θ1 = 0.01 θ1 = 0.001 θ1 = 0.0001
0.1 (%) 66.6 79.9 81.5 76.0 69.5
0.3 (%) 68.0 82.0 87.2 88.3 88.1
0.5 (%) 61.0 74.0 78.2 79.2 79.1

4.2 Contribution of Each Validation Model

To investigate the effects of each validation model on TPA performance, we tested TP
validation performance using various combinations of validation models – a single model
(PCM, PSM, and CSM), a combination of two models (PCM+PSM, PCM+CSM, and
PSM+CSM), and three models together (ALL). In this section, we set θ1 as 0.001 because
it showed the best result in Table 2. Figure 1 shows the evaluation results. Although PCM
and PSM were based on phonetic similarity, they showed different distributions2 due to the
different strategies used for calculating phonetic similarity. However, there was no significant
difference in performance between PCM and PSM. Unfortunately, CSM showed the worst
performance among the three models (71.33% as a maximum when θ2 = 0.15) because of its
sharp decrease in recall rate as θ2 is increased to 1. The main reason for the low recall in CSM
was that we could not retrieve web documents (W (t pi j ) = 0) for relevant TPs. However,
a hybrid model between CSM and the other models enhanced system performance because
the CSM has different characteristics (corpus based similarity) from both PSM and PCM
(phonetic similarity). Due to the combined characteristics, the ALL model showed the best
performance (88.31% in θ2 = 0.3). In summary, our hybrid model increased performance by
about 5∼23% as compared to the individual PCM, PSM, and CSM.

5 Discussion

Let t pi j = (ei , kj ) and t pik = (ei , kk) be TP candidates where kj and kk are the
same string except for one or two syllables, and |ei |, |kj |, and |kk| be the length (the
number of graphemes) of ei , kj , and kk , respectively. If t pi j = (ei , kj ) is a relevant TP
and t pik = (ei , kk) is an irrelevant TP, our transliteration validation process would have
difficulties in distinguishing relevant TPs between t pi j and t pik , especially when the |kj | and
|kk| are long. The PCM and PSM rely on |ei |, |kj |, and |kk| to normalize phonetic similarity.
This results in the PCM and PSM being insensitive to the phonetic difference between ei and
kj or between ei and kk when the |kj | and |kk | are long. Moreover, we rarely retrieved web
documents using the phrasal search method when the |kj | and |kk| are long, thus the CSM
can not distinguish relevant TPs from irrelevant TPs in the case. The rigid constraint in the
TP candidate extraction can be one possible solution. However, it leads to a low recall. To
address the problem, therefore, we need a more sophisticated algorithm in TP validation. We
plan to address such problems to improve TPA performance in the future.

We compared our PCM with the previous works based on PCM [1,3]. Because the
previous works used phonetic conversion, we applied the same E-K transliteration method

2 PCM showed the best performance in θ2 = 0.7 (83.26%) while PSM showed the best performance
in θ2 = 0.3 (84.26%)
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Fig. 1. Performance based on PCM, PSM, and CSM

as ours described in formula (4). Then their own string similarity measures, such as dice
coefficient [3] and KODEX [1], were applied. The results suggest that there was no significant
difference in performance between our PCM and previously reported PCMs, although
precision and recall differed from each other 3. Although we did not directly compare our
PSM and previously reported PSMs [4,5], we can infer that there may be no significance
difference in performance because the information source for phonetic similarity in our PSM
and the previous PSMs, which significantly affects performance, is similar to each other.
Totally, our method improved TPA performance because of the combined effects of the PCM,
PSM, and CSM.

6 Conclusion

We described a hybrid model for TPA. Our method extracted TPs through TP candidate
extraction and TP candidate validation. In TP candidate extraction we took advantage of
phonetic similarity between English graphemes and Korean graphemes for the first and last
syllables. For TP candidate validation, we used three individual TP candidate validation
models and a hybrid model that combined all three individual models. Experiments showed
that the hybrid model was more effective than each individual TP candidate validation

3 KODEX showed the highest precision but the lowest recall rate because its binary decision for TP
validation. The dice coefficient and our PCM showed similar precision and recall rates.
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model. However, we need further work to improve TPA performance. To address the problem
described in Section 5, we need to devise a more sophisticated algorithm for TP candidate
validation. We plan to apply extracted TP equivalents to cross-language applications.
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